For continuous weak measurement of qubits, we obtain exact expressions for weak values (WVs) from the post-selection restricted average of measurement outputs, by using both the quantumtrajectory-equation (QTE) and quantum Bayesian approach. The former is applicable to short-time weak measurement, while the latter can relax the measurement strength to finite. We find that even in the "very" weak limit the result can be essentially different from the one originally proposed by Aharonov, Albert and Vaidman (AAV), in a sense that our result incorporates non-perturbative correction which could be important when the AAV's WV is large. Within the Bayesian framework, we obtain also elegant expressions for finite measurement strength and find that the amplifier's noise in quantum measurement has no effect on the WVs. In particular, we obtain very useful result for homodyne measurement in circuit-QED system, which allows for measuring the real and imaginary parts of the AAV's WV by simply tuning the phase of the local oscillator. This advantage can be exploited as efficient state-tomography technique.
, is a complex object. Its interpretation is thus subtle and has caused debates [2] [3] [4] [5] . Simpler understanding for WV is from the practical measurement point of view [7, 8] , which is to be termed * Electronic address: lixinqi@bnu.edu.cn as measured WV or simply as WV in this work. The measured WV corresponds to a PPS restricted average, say, a sub-ensemble-average of the weak measurement results, with partial data survived from the post-selection.
In most of the existing WV studies, the weak measurement is implemented via a unitary interaction model by two coupled subsystems, i.e., the measured system and the measuring device, while the device is described by a quantum Gaussian probe wavefunction with continuous variables which is subject to extra projective measurement for the "pointer" coordinate or momentum. For this type of model and using a conditional-probability formulation the WV can be re-derived as [24] :
where ǫ is the unitary interaction strength which determines also the average shift of the pointer caused by the system eigenstate. P x (f ; i) is the success probability of post-selection with |ψ f , following the x-conditioned system state after the weak measurement. Note that this post-selection conditioned average is also the method of data analysis in experiments [7, 8] .
One may note that, differing from the unitary interaction model mentioned above for weak measurements, there exists alternative class of models and real systems, which has been extensively studied for qubit measurement and control, especially in solid-state setup using such as the quantum point contact (QPC) [25] [26] [27] , the single electron transistor (SET) [28, 29] , or the homodyne detection in circuit quantum-electrodynamics (cQED) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . However, despite particular importance, this type of weak measurement has not yet received much attention in the context of WV studies. Its main difference from the unitary interaction model is that the "device" in this type of measurement scheme is described "classically", without involving the usual quantum wave-function description. Instead, this type of weak measurement is characterized by quantum trajectories -the stochastic evolutions of the system state conditioned on the (continuous) measurement outputs, which can be described by quantum-trajectory-equation (QTE) or quantum Bayesian rule. In Ref. [35] , applying QTE and using the conditional-probability method, the canonical AAV result of Eq. (1) was recovered for continuous weak measurement of qubit.
In present work, along the line of Ref. [35] , we recalculate the WVs for this type of weak measurement. Beyond Eq. (1), we obtain the following better result:
Similar as in Eq. (1), the scaling parameter ǫ in this expression is the shift of the average output current caused by the basis state of the qubit. Notably, in the denominator, g characterizes the measurement strength and takes a simple form g = γdt with γ the measurement rate and dt the measurement time.
Remarkable modification of Eq. (2) over Eq. (1) is the "partial"-summation-type term in the denominator. Actually, as long as the expansion e −2g ≃ 1 − 2g holds to be valid, Eq. (2) is the exact result of the WV. This conclusion can be proved by calculating f x i via the quantum Bayesian rule, which does not restrict the measurement strength to weak limit. We will see that the exact WV result for arbitrary measurement strength corresponds to a simple replacement g → G = (1 − e −2g )/2 in Eq. (2), while the measurement strength reads g = γt m , with t m now a finite time of measurement.
The non-perturbative correction in Eq. (2) cannot be neglected when σ z w is large and should be taken into account in the various applications of WVs. For instance, in the context of WV amplifications, it has been pointed out that some "nonlinear" correction to the linear result of AAV WV would set an upper bound for the amplification coefficient, based on similar results obtained within the framework of the unitary interaction model of weak measurements [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . As a first and simple remark, our present work differs from those in that we consider different type of weak measurement, which allows for employing different formulations to obtain non-perturbative and exact WV expressions for the measurement of qubits under consideration, in particular obtaining useful result for the solid-state superconducting circuit-QED setup.
The remaining part of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we complete all the formal aspects of calculating the WVs for the continuous weak measurement of solid-state qubits. In Sec. III we specify the study to solid-state circuit-QED setup to carry out useful result which allows for direct measurement of the real and imaginary parts of the AAV WV, by simply tuning the local oscillator's phase in the homodyne measurement. In Sec. IV we summarize the work with brief remarks.
II. WEAK VALUES OF QUBIT MEASUREMENTS A. Continuous Measurement of Qubit
There are several experimentally accessible systems for continuous weak measurement of qubits, including for instance the solid-state charge qubit measured by quantum-point-contact or single-electron-transistor [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and the superconducting qubit in circuit-QED [30, 31] measured via the cavity-field homodyne detection [32] [33] [34] . Under reasonable simplifications, all these setups can be commonly described as follows. First, the qubit Hamiltonian is reduced to a two-state model
z , where σ z = |1 1| − |2 2| and ∆ = E 1 − E 2 . Second, the measurement principle is based on the distinct stationary current in the detector,Ī 1,2 , which is associated with the qubit state |1 or |2 . Moreover, of particular interest is continuous weak measurement for a superposition state |ψ i = α|1 + β|2 . In this case, the output current can be expressed in general as
, where I 0 = (Ī 1 +Ī 2 )/2 and ∆I = |Ī 1 −Ī 2 |. The last term obeys the statistics of white noise, with ensemble average
, where S 0 is the spectral density of the output current. In this work, we would like to adopt a reduced description, by denoting the measurement output as J(t) =
QTE Approach
Conditioned on the continuous outcomes of measurement given above, the qubit state evolution (in the rotating frame with respect to H q ) is governed by the following Itô-type quantum trajectory equation (QTE) [27] 
The super-operators are defined as
The Wiener increment is formally defined by dW (t) = ξ(t) dt, in experiment which should be extracted from the output current. Then, after a short-time (dt) measurement, the state is updated asρ(t + dt) = ρ(t) + dρ(t), in the qubit basis which reads
where
Below we compare this result with the one from the quantum Bayesian approach.
Quantum-Bayesian Approach
The quantum Bayesian approach, originally proposed by Korotkov [36] , is based on the well-known Bayes formula in Probability Theory together with a quantum purity consideration. The former is utilized to determine the diagonal elements while the latter is for determination of the off-diagonal ones. In quite compact form, the quantum Bayesian approach updates the qubit state from ρ toρ according to the following rule:
In these formulas, associated with the qubit state |j (j = 1, 2), P j (x) is the priori probability distribution "knowledge" for the stochastic outputs "x". N (x) = ρ 11 P 1 (x) + ρ 22 P 2 (x) is a normalization factor. Note that the last rule (for off-diagonal element) is from a purity consideration. About the distribution "knowledge", in most cases, the integrated output (denoted here by the stochastic variable "x") satisfies a Gaussian statistics:
wherex 1(2) = ±ǫ denotes the average output corresponding to qubit state |1 (2) , and D is the distribution variance.
As a more special case, let us consider a short-time measurement over dt. The measurement result (stochastic "x") simply reads x = J(t)dt = 2 √ γ σ z dt + dW (t). From this, we can identify ǫ = 2 √ γdt and D = dt. Viewing the small parameters ǫ, dt and x, we first expand the exponential functions in the Bayesian formulas to obtaiñ
Performing further expansion up to the second-order of ǫ and x, one can prove their equivalence to Eq. (3) or (4) as follows. Actually, using the Bayesian expansion and applying the calculusρ
2 )]/dt, we obtain for instanceρ 11 (t) = −ρ 22 (t) = (2ǫx/D)ρ 11 (t)ρ 22 (t), which giveṡ
Similarly, for the off-diagonal element, we havė
We may find that these two equations differ from the QTE (3) or (4). Indeed, using the Bayesian rule in this manner, we obtain the Stratonovich-type QTE, but not the Itô-type [26] . To obtain the QTE of the Itô-type, one needs to add a term (F /2)(dF /dρ ij ) to eachρ ij , where F is the factor before ξ(t) in each equation [27] . Applying this conversion rule, one obtainṡ
This result is the same of Eq. (3) or (4). Below we make more comparisons. Inserting the above Bayesian expansion into the Itô calculusρ ij (t) = [ρ ij (t + dt) − ρ ij (t)]/dt, one can obtain the Itô-type QTE under the Milstein algorithm [43] , for which we exemplify
Note that this result differs from dρ 11 = 4 √ γρ 11 ρ 22 dW , which corresponds to the so-called Euler algorithm [43] .
Alternatively, if we only keep dt and dW as small parameters in the Bayesian expansions and use the calculusρ ij (t) = [ρ ij (t + dt) − ρ ij (t)]/dt, we find that expansion up to the first order of dt and dW corresponds to the Stratonovich-type QTE. However, if keeping terms in the expansion up to (dW ) 2 , one arrives to the Itô-type QTE under the Milstein algorithm. This observation tells us that, in order to make the result from the quantum Bayesian rule be fully identical to that given by the Itô-type QTE, one should first make the expansion of the Baysian formula up to (dW ) 2 , then set (dW ) 2 = dt.
B. Weak Values

QTE Approach
The post-selection restricted average can be calculated using the following conditional-probability method:
where x stands for the stochastic outcome of the weak measurement, with probability P i (x) determined by the qubit state |ψ i . Assuming |ψ i = α|1 + β|2 , we have P i (x) = |α| 2 P 1 (x)+|β| 2 P 2 (x), where P 1(2) (x) is the priori probability corresponding qubit state |1(2) . P x (f ) is the success probability of the post-selection by state |ψ f , following the measurement outcome x. As explained above for the continuous measurement of qubit, the output current can be expressed as J(t) = 2 √ γ σ z + ξ(t). For time interval dt, the output charge (integrated current) is x = J(t)dt, and the qubit state is updated via Eq. (3) or (4) by inserting dW = x − 2 √ γ σ z dt. Then, the success √ γdt ≡ ±ǫ, the WV takes then a very compact form as
Here, we have denoted g = γdt, which characterizes well the measurement strength. This result differs from the canonical AAV WV, f x i /ǫ = Re(σ z w ), by a "partial"-summation-type correction in the denominator. However, as we will see in the following, as long as the expansion e −2g ≃ 1 − 2g holds, Eq. (16) is non-perturbative and exact. As shown in Fig. 1 , even in the weak measurement limit (short time dt or small g), the role of this correction could be essential when σ z w is large. This implies that in the various WV applications such as weak signal amplification, the non-perturbative correction in the denominator of Eq. (16) should be taken into account [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
Bayesian Approach
Applying the quantum Bayesian rule we first calculate the post-selection probability, P x (f ) = Tr[ρ fρ (x)], where ρ f = |ψ f ψ f | is the post-selection state andρ(x) the updated state from Eq. (5). The result simply reads
ρ ij are the elements of the density matrix of the initial state ρ = |ψ i ψ i |, which gives also the distribution function P i (x) in Eq. (12) as P i (x) = ρ 11 P 1 (x) + ρ 22 P 2 (x). Straightforwardly, after completing a number of Gaussian integrals, the WV defined by Eq. (12) is obtained as 
Since the Bayesian rule works for finite strength measurement, this result is then valid in general.
To be more specific, let us consider an initial state |ψ i = 
. Similar as Eq. (18), this result is valid for arbitrary strength of measurement. Now consider the limit of weak measurement based on this result. If we take first the limit G → 1, we find that the WV can diverge when θ → π, like the AAV WV, in present case which reads σ z w = tan(θ/2). This limiting order corresponds also to taking first the limit g = γdt → 0 in the denominator of Eq. (16), then altering the post-selection to get divergent WV. However, for any real measurement, the measurement strength must be nonzero, which results in f x i /ǫ behaving as shown in Fig. 1 . The turnover behavior implies an existence of optimal post-selection state which maximizes the WV, and vanishing WV when the AAV WV diverges. The latter corresponds to G = 1 and θ → π in Eq. (19) .
Moreover, it is desirable to recast the general WV result Eq. (18) into more compact form, like Eq. (16) in the weak measurement limit. In the Bayesian result, let us (18), after some algebra we get
Corresponding to g = γdt in Eq. (16), the counterpart G in this result has been generalized to G = (1 − e −2g )/2 with g = γt m . Obviously, both results are identical for short time limit. This proves also that the QTE result of WV is exact in the weak measurement limit, having not lost anything in the "partial"-summation-type form of Eq. (16).
Noisy Amplification
For many realistic measurements such as in circuit-QED (to be addressed in Sec. III), the weak output signal x must be amplified properly. As a simplified description, the principle of a linear amplifier can be modeled by a second-tier of output voltage as v x = v 0 + xR, where R is the amplification coefficient and v 0 denotes a reference voltage. In addition to this one-to-one correspondence, the amplifier will inevitably introduce extra noise. Without loss of generality, we assume that the noise is Gaussian. Then, the output voltageṽ satisfies
. Viewing the relation between v x and x, we may reexpress this distribution alternatively as
where we have re-defined σ =σ/R and v = (ṽ − v 0 )/R. Now we analyze the consequence of the amplifier's noise. Let us consider first how the initial probability of the first-tier output, P i (x) = ρ 11 P 1 (x)+ρ 22 P 2 (x), should be modified from the amplified signalṽ (or the re-scaled v). This can be done by using the classical Bayes formula:
This distribution tells us that, for a given amplified signal v, there are many possible x. Therefore, the vconditioned qubit state should bẽ
whereρ x is the qubit state conditioned on x, in general which is given by the quantum Bayesian rule of Eq. (5).
More explicitly, we havẽ
Here, for the sake of brevity, we have introduced
Similar as using Eq. (12), we can calculate now the "noisy" WV by means of
where P i (v) is the probability distribution of the secondtier result "v" which is given by
and the post-selection probability reads
In this way we obtain the result of WV defined from the "polluted" data, after noisy amplification. However, being of some surprise is that we find the same result of Eq. (18) . This means that the WV is free from the amplifier's noise. We may understand this result by the fact that the noisy amplification of the second-tier does affect the distribution width of the outputs, but does not affect their average even in the presence of post-selection. The extra noise introduced in the amplification process is a sort of non-ideality to reduce the quantum efficiency of measurement. One may expect and actually can prove that other sources of non-ideality owing to quantum information loss does not affect the WV as well. Desirably, the feature that the WV is free from amplifier's noise and other sources of non-ideality (quantum information loss) can benefit the measurement and applications of the WVs.
III. WEAK VALUES IN CIRCUIT-QED
In this section we specify the WV study carried out above to the solid-state circuit-QED (cQED) system for two reasons. First, the cQED system is one of the most promising solid-state architectures for quantum information processing [30, 31] and excellent platform for quantum measurement and control studies [32] [33] [34] . Second, this is to-date the most experimentally accessible solidstate system where the continuous weak measurement of the type considered in Sec. II has been realized [32] [33] [34] . In particular, we will obtain even more useful result than Eq. (16) in that it allows for direct measurement of the full AAV WV, thus for efficient method of qubit state tomography in this important system.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To summarize, by applying both the quantumtrajectory-equation (QTE) and quantum Bayesian approach, we obtained non-perturbative and exact weak values (WVs) for continuous weak measurement of qubits. Differing from the usual unitary interaction model for weak measurement in WV studies, the continuous weak measurement scheme allows for nonperturbative Bayesian approach to update the qubit state, yielding thus exact WV result. From this, by reducing the measurement strength (time duration), we obtained exact expression for WVs in the weak measurement limit, which is in full agreement with that derived by using the QTE scheme.
In particular, we have also extended the study to circuit-QED system. The obtained desirable results allow for convenient measurement of the real and imaginary parts of the AAV WV, and thus for developing efficient technique of state-tomography. Note that the cQED is to-date the most experimentally accessible solidstate system where the continuous weak measurement considered in this work has been realized. Moreover, as analyzed in Sec. II B 3, the WV measurement is free from the amplifier's noise and/or the quantum efficiency of measurement. Therefore, the cQED system is expected to be an ideal platform for WV studies and related applications, such as developing technique of direct statetomography.
